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Abstract 

A 25.5-MHz split coaxial RFQ has been constructed at 
INS. The RFQ will acc'elerate radioactive nuclei with a 
charge-to-mass ratio greater than 1/30 from 2 to 170 ke V /u. 
The cavity, 0.9 m in inner diameter and 8.6 m in !Pngth, 
comprises four unit-cavities. The vane electrodes have been 
a.ligned with an error less than ±40 11m before installation 
in the cavity tanks. After completion of the cavity, four 
unit cavities have been aligned with an error less than ±50 
11m on the floor of an accelerator room. Low-power j(~sts 
after ('3.\·ity-tuning show that the longitudinal voltage flat
ness and the azimuthal field balance are better than ±1 %, 
the resonant frequency is 25.46 MHz, and the unloaded Q
value is 5800 which corresponds to the resonant resistance 
of 22 kn. 

Introduction 

A short-lived nuclear beam acceleration facility has been 
undn construction since fiscal year 1992 at INS. This facil
ity is a prototype for the exotic nuclei arena of the Japanese 
hadron project, and aims to carry forward the R&D of iso
tope separator on-line (ISOL) system and heavy ion linac as 
well as the studies on nuclear astrophysics, etc. The facility 
comprises an SF cyclotron (primary accelerator), an ISOL 
and a heavy ion linac complex (post-accelerator). The post
accelerator comprises a 25.5-11Hz RFQ, a charge-stripper 
section wit.h a carbon foil, and a 51-MHz interdigital-H 
linac; and accelerates ions wit.h a charge-to-mass ratio (q/A) 
greater than 1/30 from 2 to 1046 keY /u [1]. 

As the above RFQ, a 25.5-11Hz split coaxial RFQ 
(SCRFQ) has been constructed on t.he basis of the studies of 
a protot~'I){' (25.5 11Hz, q/A ~ 1/30, I-t45.4 keY /u, 0.9 m 
in inner diam., 2.1 min !Pngth) [2]. The INS-type SCRFQ 
has the following featurcs: four modulated vancs are used 
to gelwrate ideal quadrupole and acC('lerating fields; and 
a Jllulti-module cavity structure is emploYl'd to install the 
modulated vanes in the split coaxial resonator precisely and 
firmly. Design parameters of the SCRFQ are summarized 
in Table 1. This paper describes the cavity construction 
and the low power tests. 

Cavity Construction 

Cavity structure 

The cavity (0.9 m in inner diam., 8.6 m in length) com
prises four unit cavities, whose structure is nearly same as 

TABLE 1 
Design parameters of the 170 ke V / u SCRFQ 

Frequency (f) 
Charge-to-mass ratio (q/A) 
Kinetic energy (T) 
Normalized emittance (eN) 
Vane length (Iv) 
Number of cells (radial matcher) 
Kilpa.trick factor (iK) 
Intervane voltage (V) 
Mean bore radius (TO) 
Min. bore radius (amin) 
Margin of bore radius (amin/abeam) 
Focusing strength (B) 
Transmission efficiency' 

at 0 mA input 
at 5 mA input 

'(for q/A=1/30 ions) 

25.5 MHz 
~ 1/30 
2 -t 172 ke V / u 
0.67r mrn ·rnrad 
8.585 m 
172 (20) 
2.49 
108.6 kV 
0.985 cm 
0.539 crn 
1.2 
5.5 

91.4% 
86.0% 

that of the prototype. An important difference is vane cou
pling rings are not used in the new cavity. \Ve used the 
prototype cavity as the fourth unit cavity and fabricated 
newly three unit cavities. The structure of the unit cavity 
is shown in Fig. 1. The material of the tank is mild steel, 
whose inner wall is plated with copper to a thickness of 
100 11m, and that of the inner structure except the vanes 
is oxygen-free copper. The vanes are rnade of chrorniurn
copper alloy. 
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Figure 1: Structure of the unit cavity. 

Stem Flong' 

One unit cavity comprises three module-cavities. The 
module length, 0.7 m, was determined so as that the droop 
of the vanes due to the gravity might not exceed 35 JLrn, 

and the cavity diameter, 0.9 rn, so as that the resonant fre-
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TABLE 2 
Rf and geometrical parameters of the cavity 

Frequency (J) 
Cavity length 
Cavity Inner diameter 
Vane thickness 
Stem width 
Stem thickness 
Outer diameter of spacing-rods 
Total capacit.ance (C) 
Tot.al inductance (L) 
Resonant resistance (HI') 
Intervane voltage W) (for q/A=I/30) 
Peak power loss (P) (for q/A=I/30) 

25.46 MHz 
S.6 m 
0.9 m 
3cm 
15 cm 
3cm 
3.S cm 
1650 pF 
23.7 nH 
22 kn 
108.6 kV 
270 kW 

quenc~' might be 25.5 MHz. The electrodes consist of the 
vanrs ,1Ild spear-shaped back platrs. The vanes arc boltrd 
on spcar-sh<lped back plates, which arc used for stabilizing 
thc vanes mcch,lIlically and for improving the Q-fact.or. The 
vertical vancs arc fixed to the cavity cylinder with horizon
tal stems at two positions, and the horizontal ones are fixed 
wit h vertical strms at ot her t,,·o positions. The stem-flanges 
are arrangrd at rqual distances by fonr spacing-rods. The 
vanrs were aligned with an accuracy better than ±40 11lIl 
beforr installation in the unit-cavity tank. 

The unit cavity is cooled by cleven water channels run
ning in par<llld. Three channels arc for cooling the cavity 
cylinders, <lnd eight channels for the stem flanges, the spac
ing rods, thr stems and the back plates. The flow rate of 
e<lch channd was determined so as that the temperature 
increase of the water might be less than 1.4°C under a 30% 
duty operation with a peak power of 90 kV/. Total flow 
rate for one unit cavity is about 290 l/min. For cooling the 
stems and the back plates, copper pipes, 12.7 mm in outer 
diam. and O.S mm in thickness, were soldered along the 
stems and around the back plates. 

\Vhrn the whole cavity was instalkd in an aCTderator 
room at IXS, four unit-cavities were aligned with an error 
kss than ±50 11m by mrans of a water level and a telescope. 
Main gromdrical and rf p<lraIllrtrrs of thr whole cavity arr 
summarized in Table 2. The rf parameters are the mea
sured values after tuning the cavity. 

Vane structure 

The transverse radius of curvature of the vane-tip (PT) is 
variable in the low-energy part, about 1 m long in the first 
unit cavity, and thr PT is constant at the mean bore radius 
(TO) in the high-enrrgy part.. The vanes in the first unit cav
ity were machinrd by means of a three-dimensional cut.ting 
technique, and for the other vanes a two-dirnpnsional cut
ting technique was adopted. For each vane-tip geometry, we 
made a rorrection on the aperture parameter n and modu
lation m (Aw correction) to bring the act.ual fidd close to 
an ideal one [3]. 

Low Power Tests 

Capacitance measurements 

On the way of the cavity construction, we measured 
the inter-electrode capacitance for each of the unit cavi
ties, from the first to the fourth, and obtained 395, 406, 
407 and 40S pF, respectively. The smaller capacitance in 
the first unit cavity is due to a flared vane configuration of 
the radial matcher. 

Rf characteristics before tuning 

After completion of the cavity, low-power tests in the 
atmosphere were conducted for cavity tuning, field-balance 
measurement and Q-valuc mea'iIIrement. At first, we mea
sured the rf characteristics of the cavity before its tuning 
in order to estimate the inductances used in an equivalent
circuit analysis of the SCRFQ. When the stem-flange win
dows are completely open except the both-end ones which 
are completely closed, the resonant frequency of the fun
damental mode is 25.562 MHz, and the frequcncies of the 
first-through-third harmonics arc 30.935, 42.4GS and 56.611 
1\1Hz, respectively; the unloaded Q-value is 6390 at the fun
damental mode. On the other hand, when the stem-flange 
window between the 6th and 7th modules is completely 
closed, the resonant frequency of the fundamental mode is 
25.S95 MHz. 
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Figure 2: Equivalent circuit of the 12-module cavity. 

YVhen all stem-inductances are assumed to be equal to 
carh other, an pquivalent circuit of the 12-module cavity is 
approximatdy illustrated a'i shown in Figure 2. The total 
inductance of the cavity (L) is given by the tank inductance 
per module cavity (La) and the stem inductance per stem 
flange (Ls) as follows: 

L = (La + 2Ls)(Lo + 4Ls) 
12Lo + 2SLs 

(1) 

The coupling imjuctance per module (Lc) is obtained from 
the following dispersion function: 

1 [12L 7r 2 ]1/2 
- -- -n + 1 f - 27r,fLC Lc C2 ) , (2) 

where C is the total capacitance, 1616 pF, and n 1S the 
ordrr of harmonics. From above rf measurements, we esti
mated La = 213.3 nH, Ls = 20.59 nH, and Lc = 45.45 nH. 
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Tuning of the cavity 

\Vr tunrd thr rrsonant frrgurncy and thr longitudinal 
voltagr distribution b~' changing locally t.he inter-elrct.rodr 
capacitancr and the strm inductance. For changing thr ca
Pilcitilllcr, C-t.uners of thi' copprr plat.rs (170 or 120 mm in 
hright, 30 mm in widt.h, 3 mm in t.hicknrss) were attachrd 
on thr bilck-pliltrs so t.hat a plate ('onfront.ed a st.em wit.h 
a distan('r of 25 mm. \Ve changed thr strm inductance by 
adjusting t.hr ilrra of t hr stem-flange windows. The longitu
dinal voltagr distribut.ion brfore tuning is shown in Fig. 3. 
For thr mril.S1][rmrnt, a Teflon perturbing object of a square 
plilte, 30 x 30 x 8 mm 3 , wa$ movrd along two vanes usrd 
as a guide, as shown in Fig. 3. The observed spikrs are 
due t.o the stems. The intrr-vanr voltage droops at t.he 
cavity ends. This is ('aused by the smaller capacit.ancr in 
t he first module and the reduced inductance in the 1st amI 
12th modules, where the stem-flange windows at the whole 
cavity ends are dosed. 
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Figure 3: Longitudinal voltage distribution before tuning. 

In ordrr to compensate this droop, C-tuners (170 mm in 
height) \\'('rp installrd in the 1st module, and other t.unprs 
(120 lIlTn in hright) in the 2nd and 12th ones; the num
brr of tunrrs is four per module. Furthpr fine tuning WilS 
lH'rformed by adjusting thp stelll inductan('p betwpen t.he 
6t h and 7th modulps. Aftpr the tuning, the longitudinal 
distribution is flilt within ±1 % as shown in Fig. 4. 

Azimuthal field billiln('r WilS lI]('a!-iured with a Tpflon per
turbing ohject, 14 mm in iPngth and 9.5 mm in dimn., as 
shown in Fig. 5. Four curves corresponding to electric fields 
in the qUildril nts ,u(' drawn in t he figure and th('y are al
most oVPflilpping each ot h('r. The resultillg azimuthal im
ba.lilllc(' is within ±1 %. Th" r('solIant frr<Jurncy aft('r tUlling 
is 2::>.46 J\lHz, and the unloaded Q-\'alup is 5800. From their 
values, thr resonant resistance is derived to be 22 H1. 

Concluding Remarks 

Through th(' cavity construction and t.he low powpr tests, 
it hil;; b('en \'rrified that th('re is 110 problem evpn if the VaIIf' 
coupling rings are not used. The low power tests showed 
following results: 1) the capacitance reduction of the first 
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Figur(' 4: Longitudinal voltilge distribut.ion after tuning. 
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Figure 5: Azimuthal field balance after tuning. Four curves 
for the quadrants arc plotted 

module due to the radial matcher affects significantly on 
the longit.udinal voltage distribution. 2) 10ngitudinaI dis
tribution is easily controlled by attachment of the simple 
C-tunNS and by adjustment of the stem inductance. 3) ilf
ter tuning, errors of the longitudinal VOltilg(' and azimuthal 
field balances arc within ±1 %. \Ve will accelerate a first 
beam at the end of this fiscal year. 
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